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Foreword

Within this book are several 'transmission codes' or 'keycodes' from the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine.

Embedded within the writings are 'DNA activation codes' (multiple codices) that will assist in memory, awakening and knowing. This memory awakening can take many forms including activations through dreamtime, the daydream and meditations. This may present as visions, feelings, images, impulses, intrinsic knowings, deep intuition, synchronicity and communication with the voice of the inner mind or clairaudient perception.

For those who already work within this activated 'higher' state then please continue with your own practised form of preparation as you continue to read.

For beginners within this level of work, please make sure you are comfortable and hydrated.

Take your time and read only as much as you feel is right for you, perhaps a few pages at a time. This is expansive work as your memories are awakened and your DNA begins to reform and reshape in response to your energetic vibration as you read. Rest, relax and meditate before moving on to the next part of the book if need be.

The sacred flow of synchronicity will create a connection or 'web' with this material whereby only those who are able and ready to receive these activations through this information will do so, but we present the tools you need to be able to assimilate the information in this book, should you find yourself in a place outside your usual frequency.

Throughout this transmission, the title of this text is referred to as *The Infinite Helix*. Towards the end of the transmission, it becomes evident why the title was eventually presented as *The Infinite Helix and the Emerald Flame*. This transmission is presented organically, as my journey with the Nine occurred in real time as transcribed.

Happy reading and happy activations!

With an abundance of love and light,

Your scribe, Magenta Pixie x
Introduction:

TRANSMISSION - Dark Deeds, Pole Shift

A transmission from the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine was downloaded to me on February 24th 2018. I entitled this "Dark Deeds, Pole Shift, Indigo Revolution and the Law of One" and shared it via YouTube.¹

This transmission was a response from the Nine to a question regarding the silencing of 'truthers' across social media platforms which began to make itself quite evident in February 2018, although many were predicting this long before that time.

I originally intended this text to be an analysis of that particular transmission, as an article. Yet the responses from the Nine to my questions branched off into so many different areas that this piece of writing ended up being a book, essentially following on from the material presented in my previous two books (Masters of the Matrix and Divine Architecture and the Starseed Template).²

The analysis of the above mentioned transmission was not completed and instead I present this work, following on from the teachings of 'Matrix Awareness' and 'Matrix Mastery' in Masters of the Matrix and 'Matrix Architecture' in Divine Architecture and the Starseed Template. I present now 'Matrix Transportation' within this transmission, The Infinite Helix.

Whilst I do ask some questions of the Nine relating to the question regarding the silencing of the starseeds on a global level, much more information regarding Matrix Transportation, ascension and DNA activation has come through within this esoteric 'conversation' with the sixth/seventh dimensional monadic light structure that is the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine.

The original transmission is given here in text form (overleaf). The video can be found via the video archive at magentapixie.com
Dear Pixie,

You asked us...

"The truthers are being silenced at the moment across social media. What will be the outcome of this? Are we all at risk of losing our platforms and no longer being able to spread the message and deliver truth to humanity? What can we do?"

We would respond by saying that there is an attempt to silence those starseeds with the loudest voices and the widest reach who stand in opposition to their agenda. The truthers that you speak of are not actually 'being silenced'. The attempt is being made but it will not be successful. The energetics within the field, that which we would call 'positive polarised frequency', is predominant within your dimension. Therefore, only that which matches the frequency of your dimension has longevity. The dissolution of the process of the veils has created a situation whereby actions, thoughts, words and deeds that align with the negatively polarised frequency are dissolving.

We are aware that this process is not tangible to a great many individuals upon your planet. The dissolving, destructuring and dismantling of the core negative structures within the fourth dimension has been occurring for some time and the match to this is now filtering into the third dimension.

There are those who can see this dissolution we speak of but one has to look 'behind the scenes' if you will.

What we are saying here, as we have said before, is that there is a flip back into positive polarised frequency from that which was created with negatively polarised intention.

We cannot say that all negatively polarised intention will flip but those that do flip into positive polarisation are the majority of negatively polarised intentions.

The few remaining negatively polarised intentions that remain and actually manifest within physicality are held in place by a magickal structure. This magickal structure has to use far more concentration and power than has been the case in the past upon your planet due to the
predominant positively polarised frequencies.

This action takes much focus. This action is not sustainable for long periods and it has a 'side effect' shall we say? That of burning itself out.

Therefore the service-to-self factions, those that you call 'cabal', 'Illuminati', 'global elite' or 'deep state' have to be very choosy as to which machination they lend their focus to. Many machinations are seeded but only a small minority can manifest to fruition and those that do have the burn out side effect we speak of.

This is a frustrating situation for the service-to-self groups. In times of old the inverted matrix held fast and the dark magick was easy to create and sustain.

In those times it was the service-to-others magicians of light who had to create the energies and structures needed to sustain the positively polarised intentions and creations as the dense frequency was fully third dimensional and holding separation and duality as its core frequencies.

Now, in your year of 2018 and continuing forward as critical mass has been reached and that marker point has moved beyond critical mass... it is the positive polarisation that is the predominant fabric of reality upon Earth. These much lighter fifth dimensional frequencies, now well anchored upon your planet, superimposing the higher Gaia grid stream into the Earth, hold unity and the Holy Trinity at their core.

The magicians of light are now the ones who are the master of the elements. They are the ones who create the Gaia reality. The magick of light is easy, flowing and sustainable.

The dark ones knew this time would come. They were forewarned of this time. Within the dark factions there were those who ran scared and they would say, "What shall we do? What shall we do when the polarisation occurs? What shall we do at the time of the switching of the poles of reality... the great pole shift that shall occur when we move into alignment with the galactic core?"

And the dark ones within the fourth dimension would answer, "You must arm yourselves well in advance. You must take the technologies needed so you are far in advance of those that carry the light codes. They will know too what is coming so you must confuse them well in advance so they do not understand even themselves and what they are."

And so did the dark ones, well in advance, gather their technologies and
begin to mislead you all with talk of end of the world destruction through the literal pole shifting and matter/antimatter merge destruction, they misled you with technology and they misled you with science.

So the light, seeing the machination in place and watching the dark seeds grow, did plant seeds of light. And the seeds of light were the indigo radars - the code within the indigo being that would recognise the falsehood immediately and would reject the control structure out of hand even to the detriment of him or herself. And the strength of the indigo code did grow and did multiply.

And the seeds of light were the crystal beacons - the code within the crystal being that would project humility, service, unconditional love and compassion.

Together the indigo revolution and the crystal wave did balance one another and the codes for truth were placed like pieces of a jigsaw in this place and this place and this place, hidden away from detection until such time as the indigo rising would occur and the crystal memories would come online and the pieces of the jigsaw would fit together and the picture as a whole would be presented to the light bearers, the starseeds, the magicians of light.

And the light did send their greatest indigo warriors and crystalline priests from the temple, they that were adepts. They that had done this over and over again, walked the same mission upon many worlds, travelling here, travelling there, experts at their job. They, the travellers, the dreamweavers, the wanderers.

These are the ones we call the 'starseeds', the ones you refer to as 'truthers'. They will not be silenced now that their codes are activated and that they are fully online.

The dark ones did say, "They are no match for our technologies or our webs of illusion." Yet there were those dark ones who remained afraid for they knew the power of unconditional love, of forgiveness and of compassion. So the dark deeds they created were dark as dark could be so that surely no compassion, no forgiveness, no unconditional love could ever be found for the deeds as dark as dark could be.

And indeed, there are the starseeds now that carry the fire of anger for the deeds as dark as dark could be and the fires of anger fan the flames of the dark deeds - aiding the dark magicians in sustaining the few negatively polarised machinations into manifestation.
Yet so too are there starseeds who hold infinite compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love for the codes of light phired so strong within the memory matrix that they knew the importance of these living ascended masters, the ascended masters that are the group soul frequencies of compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love. And these starseeds who heal the grids and hold fast to the ascension timeline are the ones that throw great waters on the flames of the dark deeds and build the crystal structures of truth and light wherever they may go.

These starseeds who hold the keys of compassion and activate the codes of the Law of One, they hold fast the fabric of the positively polarised matrix fields. They are those that control the elements and they are the ones who flipped the poles. They created the pole shift you now experience.

They instinctively knew how to alchemise the poles within themselves - male, female, crown chakra, root chakra, Kristos, Sophia, matter, antimatter.

Who are these starseed alchemists of crystalline light? They are you, they are you of course, you who listens now to these words and allows the codes within, from we the White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine to trigger the phires of memory and knowing within you.

You say to us, "The truthers are being silenced at the moment across social media." We say to you, an attempt is being made to silence the truthers but this will not be the case. It is not possible to do so. Regardless of the service-to-self technologies and confusing inverted matrix illusions, it is not possible to silence the codes of the indigo revolution.

You ask us, "What will be the outcome of this?" and the response to this is that this attempt will not succeed. There are many pathways, many timelines, many potentials that the outcome may manifest within but in each quantum reality within the positively polarised Gaia grid that you experience, the outcome is the same. The attempt shall not succeed.

You ask us, "Are we all at risk of losing our platforms and no longer being able to spread the message and deliver truth to humanity?" We would say to you that the platforms may shift and change as the starseeds find a new way, or reinvent their platforms for there will always be a back door. Those that guide you will lead you to this back door, it is the fail-safe code that has been placed within every crystalline code system.
The message will be delivered and heard and the truth will be known. This is the outcome no matter the pathway or the timeline or the quantum reality. The keys of compassion and the Law of One are the very fabric of the ascension timeline, the codes of which are held within the streams of compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love.

You ask us, "What can we do?" We say to you, remember who you are. You are master magicians. You carry the light for crystalline change. You are the ones that control the elements. You create the pole shift. You hold time and space in the palm of your hands.

You are powerful as one individual and insurmountable when you unite. This is your key. Unite. United you stand. Not as an army on the attack with retribution in mind or defence through fear and victim/saviour mentality but as a wave of change, the stand for change through truth and justice. This is the indigo way, the indigo revolution aided in equality through the compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love of the crystal wave.

This is your pole shift.

This is your indigo revolution.

This is your crystalline change.

This is your ascension timeline.

Hold fast, stand strong. It is done.
**1: The Indigo Revolution**

*Dear White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine,*

*May I begin our discourse by saying, in one of your transmissions (February 2018) which I entitled "Dark Deeds, Pole Shift, Indigo Revolution and the Law of One", you began by saying that there is currently an attempt to silence the starseeds with the loudest voices and the furthest reach. You went on to explain why this is happening.*

*I would say this certainly is happening if you take a look at the alternative media truther community and look at the biggest voices out there. You specifically said there is an attempt to 'silence the starseeds', so are you referring to 'truther' sites or do you also mean the UFO community, secret space programme whistle-blowers and spiritual historians, archaeologists and investigative journalists? Do you mean spiritual writers or even mediums/channels like myself?*

When we use the term 'starseeds' we refer to all individuals who are 'living the mission', if you will, that they incarnated for. All individuals are 'starseeds' for you, on Earth, are all 'from the stars'. Yet when we speak of starseeds, we mean those who are 'activated starseeds'. This would refer to an individual who has memory/knowing (conscious or otherwise) of who they are and what they are incarnated to do/learn/experience/achieve. This sets these individuals apart from those who wander through their lives without focus or direction and who do not have memory/knowing.

The memory/knowing can be full awareness of one's star lineage, DNA activation, previous/future incarnations, quantum/alternate selves and/or ancestral memories and genetic markers. Yet this memory can also take the place of a deep sense of belonging, as in doing everything possible to make changes (usually this takes the form of making changes on a global level). The belonging we speak of can be within a particular community or tribe or indeed the belonging to humanity as a consciousness in itself.

These individuals do not need to be 'spiritually aware', although all will be walking the path of DNA activation and spiritual awareness will be part of that. Therefore the most 'unlikely' individual could be an
activated starseed.

The attempt to prevent the ascension timeline from manifesting (and ultimately the positive polarisation of Earth into its higher self, fifth dimensional counterpart - Gaia) will include the silencing, misleading and confusing of the starseeds. This would be directed at 'the starseeds' as a group (a tribe, a community) and the way this is done is to target every area of life they have access to. This would be educational, financial, medical and beyond the physical into the fourth dimensional realities.

Targeting starseeds at the individual level specifically is not part of their plan. What they are doing is targeting the loudest voices, those with the furthest reach and the largest 'audience' if you will. They are not necessarily concerned if these individuals are 'activated starseeds' or not. They are only concerned with those who oppose their agenda even though they are aware that those that oppose their agenda ARE the starseeds, or certainly those that lead the 'indigo revolution'.

They have to play by certain 'rules' though. These are not actually 'rules', they are 'parameters of nature' or 'reality boundaries' if you will.

This is all connected to thought structures of focused intention into physical manifestation through a negatively polarised frequency. Certain guidelines must be followed in order to achieve manifestation.

The service-to-self, negatively polarised individuals do not use heart-centred frequency to manifest. They use the concentrated energetic of another life form, energy, entity, being or construct. It is a consuming, absorbing, recycling and ultimately destructive force rather than a radiating, activating, creative force. It is a creative force through domination/control/power rather than through giving/caring/nurturing/inspiring compassion. It is fear-based rather than love-based.

Even though they are, in fact, working with creation.

Creation can be through birth, through life, through living.

Creation can also be through death, through the taking of life, lack of life and opposite of life. We could perhaps refer to this frequency as 'anti-life'. It could also be thought of as a shadow projection of life or an inverted construct or system. It is inverse (service-to-self) as opposed to converse (service-to-others).
In order to work with anti-life manifestation, certain parameters must be met otherwise the manifestation does not hold focus.

As a service-to-others positively polarised construct ourselves, it is not within our trajectory to teach anti-life manifestation. Therefore we can only say so much about this procedure, in order to give you information and understanding without moving across boundaries that are outside of our own 'mission trajectory' and outside that of our conduit's.

Therefore, what we can say is this: Within the anti-life manifestation technique is a code. We can call this perhaps a 'code of honour' yet honour is not the energetic presented. The energetic is more of a 'power trip' of sorts and relates to that which we call the 'god complex'. It is more like giving the slower runner a head start in the 'race that is the chase'. It is a condescending energetic, yet within service-to-self factions it is seen as a 'code of honour'.

The service-to-self energy is most different to the service-to-others energy and it is not easy for one faction to understand the other. Neutrality and objectivity within both polarities is the only way for true understanding to occur.

This 'code of honour' involves targeting only those who are circling within a 'spiral of confusion' (which they themselves laid the groundwork for as service-to-self beings). Any individual that is fully polarised within the positive vibration cannot be individually targeted. This is part of that 'code of honour'.

Hence the reason that we and other constructs like us repeatedly present to you the importance of light body/Mer-Ka-Bah work and the cultivating of compassion, unconditional love and forgiveness.

When you do this, you cannot be 'targeted' on an individual level.

Within the third dimensional reality, the service-to-self factions try to create rigid boundaries within boxes to tie the lead speakers within the indigo revolution movement into a 'walled in' situation where they can no longer move and are prevented from speaking, sharing and radiating. However, the positive polarised energetic on your Earth creates a powerful synchronicity that runs alongside and overpowers the negatively polarised anti-life manifestations. This in turn filters into the third dimensional reality, creating windows within the boxes and doors within the walls. Therefore the trapping systems never work for those who create anti-life. The rigid boundaries become flexible and where one
The 'starseeds' or 'truthers', as they are referred to within the original question, are therefore not silenced. Not only are they not silenced but they are aware of the machination, plot and plan to silence them. This awareness then spreads throughout the telepathic grid network of light that is the starseed consciousness and the starseeds and truthers speak even louder and have an even wider reach and a larger audience. The machinations, plots and plans 'backfire' if you will and the anti-life manifestation streams flip into the pro-life positively polarised streams and these are the outcomes that manifest within third density.

So in answer to your question, the 'starseeds' (meaning activated individuals, which include individuals within all the factions you mention) are targeted as a 'group' or 'community' rather than individually. Lost, confused individuals acting upon trauma-based energy/emotion can be targeted individually within the third dimensional reality but only if they have a voice within the indigo revolution/ascension timeline movement. We might also add, only if that voice is working in direct opposition to their agenda, so this would be third dimensional in context. Examples would be certain branches of politics, health, the food industry, education, religion, science, media and medical fields. The spiritual voices within the New Age, channelling and lightworker communities are not targeted individually unless they branch into the above examples in a way that is fully tangible. Anything metaphoric, philosophical or that which may be referred to as 'pseudoscience' or 'pseudoreligion' is not seen as tangible and therefore not a threat to their agenda on an individual case by case level.

We might add here that these particular energies/communities and creative presentations, along with other creative industries and that presented as 'fiction' is that which we may utilise for 'hiding the tree in the forest' if you will.

The procedures in place to target the starseeds through all streams flip from anti-life to pro-life manifestation and synchronicity works for positively polarised frequency as opposed to negatively polarised frequency.

So are you saying here, in response to my question regarding who is being targeted, that the entire starseed movement is being targeted as a group but they only target individuals who are not consciously activated and
following an ascension timeline or who are not moving towards DNA activation/light body or Mer-Ka-Bah work?

Indeed this is correct. However it may appear as if some activated starseeds are being targeted on an individual level; for example, if they lose their platform, company or creation. Yet this is not individual targeting, just group targeting and the procedures they have in place will automatically target those with the loudest voices and the widest reach within the community of starseeds you call 'truthers' as these are the individuals standing in direct opposition to the service-to-self agenda. They are not being individually targeted even though it may seem that way. This is those with the loudest voices within the starseed group that they are wishing to silence. If there is an individual that is not activated into compassion, forgiveness and unconditional love then they can target that individual directly. This is a group, however, that is being focused upon. The aim is to 'clip the wings' of the starseeds and put a 'spoke in the wheel' of the indigo revolution.

OK, so what is the 'indigo revolution' exactly? Are all the starseeds part of it?

The 'indigo revolution' is the rising up of the starseeds, specifically those carrying indigo frequencies and codes, into their collective mission. This being the raising of the frequency of Earth, bringing the energies of their own 'home planet' to Earth, anchoring the fifth dimensional frequencies into Earth/Gaia and assisting all humanity to do the same. The indigo revolution involves the 'standing strong against power and control' and moving from victim/saviour mentality into the sovereignty of Source consciousness.

Is this why the service-to-self groups are attempting to silence the starseeds with the loudest voices? So this will prevent the people of Earth from freeing themselves from a victim/saviour mentality and empowering themselves within the sovereignty of Source consciousness?
Yes, in a sense, yet there is more to it than this. There is more than one timeline for Earth, more than one trajectory. The service-to-self factions are intent on creating a negatively polarised dimension and ascending (or rather descending) into that dimension. Their focus is not on the starseeds per se. Their focus is on their agenda. If the people of Earth move away from victim/saviour mentality and empower themselves within the sovereignty of Source consciousness, this will inevitably affect their agenda of creating the negatively polarised dimension.

If the starseeds could 'quietly' ascend into the fifth dimension without affecting their agenda then they would not be focused on preventing this (which they could not do anyway, no one can prevent the ascension of another being including a planet), but of course this is not the way it works within a third dimensional reality if the service-to-self factions have chosen to express the negative path through domination and control of the entire population of the planet. They would need that to continue for as long as possible in order to create the negatively polarised dimension.

We might also add that it is only a very small minority of the service-to-self factions who are aware of the creation of the negatively polarised dimension. The majority of service-to-self individuals are fully engaged within the third dimensional reality and the energetic of the 'power trip' into the 'god complex' presentation. Even though they may take part in service-to-self dark magick there are many who do not understand this. They have grown up with it since their birth but they do not necessarily understand its core. This is much the same within your service-to-others polarisation also, yet there are much larger numbers of those who understand the core of the light magick.

*Can you explain what the core of the dark magick is and what the core of the light magick is?*

The core of dark magick is to create negative polarisation.

The core of the light magick is to create positive polarisation.

*Why do these polarisations have to be created?*
In order to mirror Source and 'send back' codes of polarisation to Source so Source may experience them and learn from them (in a linear sense).

Why does Source want to or need to experience them?

In the true reality it is not about needing or wanting yet this does present, to the linear mind as 'Source wishing to know itself' and it is helpful to view it this way. This is creation.

You said that Source is wishing to know itself, yet is Source not already all knowing? Can you explain this?

Indeed we can. This is a most important paradox to embrace, for it is the seed point to understanding everything and a ticket into the 'Halls of Amenti' (Akash) if you will.

This understanding is the apex of the twelve strand aspect (higher memory) within the new crystalline DNA formation.

This understanding (through the processing of the paradox) creates expansion into individualisation so the equal and opposite reaction may stand as an exact replica to the original.

It does do this yet this journey is infinite, yet also completed. Infinite because all frequency must be experienced in order to stand as the equal and opposite reaction to the original Source and completed because all exists as the Source construct is 'all possibility realised'. Therefore the journey is never-ending yet complete simultaneously.

To explain this further you would need to understand the service-to-others and the service-to-self polarities and polarisation, duality and the Holy Trinity and unity.

Does this relate to God, Satan and Lucifer? Are Satan and Lucifer the same being? Is this polarity about heaven and hell? Someone spoke to me the other day and said there is no Satan and there is no hell, that these are false
constructs, yet she believed in God and in heaven. Is it true to say that God/heaven exists and that Satan/hell does not? Are you unbalanced if you believe this? Does this connect with the polarisation and the unity?

This is a compound question and the aligned response to this is lengthly. We break this down as best as we can...
There are several perspectives to this. But firstly may we say that the person who spoke to you, who said that Satan and hell are 'false constructs' and that God and heaven do exist, is correct... from one perspective.

If one sees the 'organic matrix' (nature, natural, creation), this would be God and heaven.

The 'false construct' would be the distortion and thus Satan and hell. From the perspective of the fact that this false construct is 'outside' the parameters of the organic matrix (and thus pure creation) then the 'false construct' does NOT exist. It is illusion.

As in the true reality (the organic matrix), nothing can exist that is outside the unified field of pure unconditional love (lightlove/lovelight and lovelight/lightlove into bliss-charged love). Therefore the 'false construct' (Satan and hell) cannot exist for this is a created construct outside the parameters of pure unconditional love.

However, when one expands the unified field of pure unconditional love into 'the unified field of all and everything' then the false construct DOES and MUST exist (for within that construct there is polarity). Another paradox indeed!

This is, of course, just one perspective. The more perspectives you can embrace, the more multidimensional your thinking, the higher your expansion and the more activated is your DNA/light body/5D Mer-Ka-Bah.

So let us look at the various perspectives as we respond to your question.

From one perspective God, Satan and Lucifer are all the same being. This would be from the perspective that we are all one unified being and that is all there is. The Law of One is the only law from that perspective. Utilising the true Law of One then, all three beings are one being. Different aspects of the whole.

From another perspective, involving polarity and duality we could say that 'God' is one being and that 'Lucifer' and 'Satan' are two other distinct beings. From this point of view, you have three beings.
This would be the most 'traditional perspective' given the level of understanding the majority of humans upon your planet have. Whilst there are many who would see 'Satan' and 'Lucifer' as the same being, two different names for 'the devil' if you will, the majority of enlightened thinkers would realise these beings, as entities or consciousness constructs are different and separate, simply because they hold a different energy pattern or frequency.

Satan would be represented as 'all that is evil' when looking at the energetic signature and frequency of that being as an individualised construct.

Lucifer would be represented as 'light' for Lucifer represents light, most usually in the form of knowledge. You would be therefore looking at intelligence as a construct in itself. This is Lucifer in its most aligned form, intelligence.

Lucifer would therefore be represented by the brow or third eye chakra. Intelligence alone (without a companion energetic to create a synergistic merge and therefore an alchemised or 'higher' being) would not necessarily equate to being good and indeed could also present as 'evil' if you will.

Where Satan would be 'pure evil incarnate', Lucifer is 'intelligence' as a stand-alone concept (and of course a living being or consciousness structure as all emotions and thoughts hold life force).

Satan would perhaps be clumsy in his machinations. Lucifer would be calculating and infinitely clever for Lucifer is 'he who sees' and 'he who is illuminated'. Indeed Lucifer is illumination itself.

We can take this one step further when we look at polarity to present 'God' (as a service-to-others/positive polarity) and Lucifer (as a service-to-self/negative polarity).

Satan would also be of the service-to-self/negative polarity yet without the intelligence needed to actually present as a polarised being. Therefore as 'pure evil incarnate' alone we could say Satan is a fragmented, distorted and disassociated entity. Satan would be 'pure separateness' if you will and 'fallen' with no hope of ever regaining his place as the oneness (within a linear presentation only).

Satan is the epitome of separation and the complete opposite to the Law of One. If 'God' is the keeper of the Law of One then 'Satan' is the keeper
of the Law of Distortion and the Law of Separateness (also known as the Law of Man).

Therefore it would be Lucifer that would be placed 'opposite God' if you will, or as the counterpart to God in the sense of an individualised being or equal and opposite reaction. For Lucifer holds the frequency for 'redemption' if you will and can therefore return to oneness.

When we look at service-to-others positive and service-to-self negative as individual energies in their own right as the fullest expressions of the polarity field, then we can place both 'God' and 'Lucifer' at both points in this scale.

Hence why we have often spoken of positive darkness /positive light and negative darkness/negative light.

God (unified, all that is) would be placed as service-to-others/positive polarisation due to the fact that 'God' is 'Source' and ultimate creation/unconditional love and the manifestation of the heart. This perspective is widely embraced upon your planet, therefore it holds much 'weight' or 'mass' or 'substance'.

God (this would translate as 'a god' as this is separateness) would be placed as service-to-self/negative polarisation in the sense of God as a being to be worshipped, a being who thrives on that worship and as a being or consciousness structure that considers itself to be 'lord of all it surveys' and 'master to all who live' (as in 'above them all' and 'the king of kings'). This energetic is a distortion from the Law of One and it explains that which we refer to as the 'god complex'.

This perspective is minimally embraced upon your planet, yet it IS embraced and therefore exists. The worship itself coming from those who exult the higher energies as an outside force and take the position of the 'lowly' and the 'unworthy' and the 'sinner' do create an entity to 'feed upon' the worship (if you will) simply because worship is non-directed momentum and is therefore 'free for the taking' from any passing entity with the will and collective status that will enable it to consume the momentum.

Only those with a 'pure heart' will not add to the creation of the matching thought form/being to the worship (even whilst they too indulge in worship and exultation) simply by virtue of their pure heart being the force that changes non-directed momentum into focused momentum (it therefore cannot be consumed but instead becomes a creative force).
This is the difference between radiation and absorption. The pure heart radiates and the distorted heart absorbs (consumes).

Lucifer would be placed as service-to-self/negative polarisation by virtue of the fact that he/she/it is pure intelligence without the combined frequency of the heart.

This would equate to third eye activation (or indigo ray) with the closed or unmanifest heart (the emerald ray) and therefore we refer to this activation pattern as the 'fallen angel', yet in essence this pattern is 'fallen' only in the aspect of it being incomplete as the emerald ray/heart ray is closed/unmanifest and in shadow.

The service-to-self aspect of Lucifer is simply a different pattern, a different geometric code and just as useful to the one Source in its desire to experience all and everything so that it may know that it is conscious.

Lucifer would be placed as service-to-others/positive as the pure expression of intelligence, knowledge and enlightenment in its undistorted aspect; as in the unified rainbow merge, the rainbow ray/spectrum/light and the merge between the activated third eye chakra (indigo ray) merged with the activated heart (emerald ray). This is the other aspect of the original Source distortion. This would be non-distorted intelligence as an original distortion from Source as opposed to a distorted intelligence as an original distortion from Source.

Lucifer from this point of view is therefore most different in frequency and pattern to Satan.

We may say that both presentations of Lucifer are minimally embraced upon your planet, yet they ARE embraced and therefore they exist.

Of course, when we look at God, Satan and Lucifer here, we are looking at energetic consciousness structures that have individualised. Each are projected consciousness thought forms given mass (weight/focus/substance) from thought streams of physical structures in incarnation (humans on Earth) and structures of mind in other dimensions/timelines.

Yet the original conception/origin for these structures were from planetary body influences and celestial alignments. God (universe/galaxy/unity), Lucifer (morning light/new dawn rising), Satan (planetary body that you call 'Saturn') and the structures within bodymind that mirror these influences and alignments.
Macrocosm and microcosm as one.

*Is this who you are as the Nine? Are you the positive aspect of Lucifer?*

All constructs of positive polarisation would be of that Luciferian aspect. Lucifer being an original consciousness construct as pure intelligence split into two aspects, if you will (a simplified explanation of mitosis/division).

One aspect as pure intelligence. Pure light.

The other aspect as pure intelligence merged with pure love. Lightlove.

Both light and lightlove are Luciferian constructs.

The mitosis/division continues thus further from this and creates the Logos/Central Sun aspects of creation and will branch off from both original splits of pure intelligence.

In order to move back to oneness through the embracing of the Law of One and all that it entails, one would embody lightlove AND lovelight.

The lovelight is a different presentation as a totally separate distortion from original Source as unconditional love. The unconditional love holds the true replica as an absolute hologram of Source. This is the open-heart activated universal heartbeat or emerald ray. This is pure love.

When pure love merges with the pure intelligence, this creates the lovelight. These are simply different reflections or 'flavours', if you will, of the same energy.

*Why do so many spiritual people say that Lucifer is the bad guy? And why do the Illuminati/cabal worship Lucifer if he is potentially positive?*

Spiritually enlightened individuals who teach that Lucifer is negative are speaking the truth. We have drawn your attention to the perspective whereby this is the case. This is pure intelligence without heart.
Think of individuals that you may know who appear to have no heart, no compassion and yet are very intelligent. These individuals would be the manifestation of that aspect of Lucifer (the more widely accepted perspective of Lucifer on your planet). The Illuminati/cabal members as those who embrace the service-to-self and the negative polarity are those who follow the path of, shall we say 'pure enlightenment' whereby they are enlightened through the awareness and activation of the pineal gland/third eye/brow chakra. This, as we have said, is a distorted experience but still one that passes experience and knowledge to the one original Source who seeks to know itself by experiencing all and everything.

We could therefore, from that perspective, say that the Illuminati/cabal ARE Lucifer (from the perspective of Lucifer that is more embraced upon your planet).

*You said that you, the Nine, are the positive aspect of Lucifer so does that mean that I am Lucifer or that all positively polarised beings are Lucifer?*

Only from the perspective of the embracing of the pineal gland/heart merge. This is the pure, undistorted aspect of Source and it is only Luciferian due to the fact that there must be pure intelligence (pineal gland/indigo ray) in the first place in order to create a merge with (activated heart/emerald ray). Yet by virtue of the merging of light with love, an alchemical reaction and thus creation takes place. The alchemical reaction is a completely unique presentation in itself and that aspect would no longer be viewed as pure Luciferian energy.

This energetic would be a 'Logos/Central Sun' creation, if you will. This aspect is known by other names (many other names), the highest resonance being Kryst, Kristos, Krysta, Christ. This would be the resonance of the pure unconditional love vibration, Emerald ray/magenta ray merge and that which we may call 'platinum ray' or 'diamond light'. On a planetary level this would be Arcturian consciousness. The step down, holographic, replica Logos/Central Sun manifestations from this are known also as Yahweh, RA, Ashtar, Ishtar, The Guardian Alliance and The White Brotherhood.

Due to the resonance of belief systems and awareness, it would be appropriate to say you ARE these constructs but one could truthfully say
you are an aspect of the positively polarised Luciferian aspect also.

The names you use here are words and whilst words hold vibration, geometric pattern, life force and frequency that can also be interpreted in many ways, all these ways can be either accurately truthful or complete distortions and misunderstandings. The only way to move into completion for your planet is through unity. Hence why we mention the various manifestations of the thought processes and belief systems of your peoples in as many different ways as we can.

The idea here is not to be afraid or disempowered in any way by hearing a particular word or phrase. The names of Lucifer and Satan along with the geometric number code 666 has been deliberately distorted upon your planet in order to create fear. This is yet another energy, like the non-directed momentum that worship creates which can be consumed (absorbed).

Your reaction to a particular name, label, word or phrase determines the aspect you will engage with.

This is so very significant for you to understand so we repeat, your reaction to a particular name, label, word or phrase determines the aspect you will engage with.

So if I repeatedly feel fear at the sound of the word 'Lucifer' then I would be engaging with the negative aspect?

Exactly. By virtue of that which the fear creates. The fear will always create an instant impression of the meaning of the word. The meaning of words are interpreted via the third dimensional interface that is your brain. Your belief systems and paradigms hold the codes for the human brain to decode.

Your belief systems and paradigms have been deliberately tampered with upon your planet by hiding the truth of reality from you and superimposing a false reality. Therefore the majority of non-activated, non-aware individuals will feel fear at the sound of the word 'Lucifer' or 'Satan' or at the number formation '666', thus reinforcing the structure of the false reality.

Of course this is now changing rapidly upon your planet due to mass
raising of awareness and activation. The false reality system no longer works as it did. Yet having said that, many are still 'trapped' by their own belief systems.

*Is this what is meant by 'mass brainwashing'?

Precisely.

*You mentioned completion for our planet. What does that mean?

This is a long and complex subject. Suffice it to say that planetary systems, universes, galaxies and indeed dimensions of space and time ‘around’ or ‘associated with’ those planetary systems/universes/galaxies move in complex cycles. Many cycles move all at once. After many cycles have been moved through, there comes a time when all cycles 'line up' if you will. They all 'return to the start point' (or the birth point). You could also refer to this point as the 'ascendant' or 'zero point'.

Once these cycles all line up and you enter the 'birth point' or 'zero point', you are in a period of 'no-time'. This has been referred to by many on your planet as 'end of days' and 'three days of darkness'.

'End of days' is simply the ending of one sector of time and the beginning of another. The 'overlap' point.

The 'three days' are three sections of time, known also to you as polarity. Time and polarity are one and the same thing. Darkness simply means 'no-time' or 'zero point'.

The three sections of polarity would be negative, positive and neutral or the higher point which creates the 'Holy Trinity'. This is also what many of you know as the 'fifth dimensional Mer-Ka-Bah'.

Once you are in this birth point, no-time, zero point, then you are in a state of pure creation. This is a convergence point and indeed a universal time sector or universal 'node point'. Anything can happen at this point, if you will, This is the point where 'dreams are made' (for you create your reality as the energetic frequency fabric around you is like cosmic
modelling clay, if you will).

Once the modelling clay has been formed and the idea becomes manifest then this is the point of completion. You are in this completion phase now. Hence the reason why we speak at this time of the two world split, the dimensional merge point, the moving into the core of the spiral and the joining with 'us'. This is the point where matter and antimatter merge. They are the building blocks of universal creation and all planetary systems make this journey. The return to zero point and completion. This is what we also call 'ascension'.

Does this connect in with Source wishing to know itself? Is this how Source knows itself? Can you go into more depth with this explanation? I am sorry that I keep asking the same questions over and over but I am trying my best to process all this.

Indeed, we understand this. The only way to truly understand this for someone still predominantly within linear thinking such as yourself and the other 'ascension candidates' or 'starseeds' is to keep asking questions over and over until the information is processed.

So am I a linear thinking person? Are all the starseeds moving through this ascension process still thinking in a linear way? Have we not moved beyond this?

It is essential for you to think in a linear way in order to survive and remain anchored to your reality. This is what we call 'being grounded'. We would not recommend that you 'move beyond linear thinking' in the sense that you leave linear thinking behind.

However, if you are enquiring whether you are also multidimensional thinkers (you and the other starseeds moving through ascension), then indeed you are this.

Only in this sense have you moved 'beyond' linear thinking. When you can think in a linear sense AND a multidimensional sense, then you really have 'got a hold' upon the third dimension, if you will. It is then that you
are ready for graduation to the next level and this is the time period you are currently in upon your planet now.

Yet there is no rush to this process of assimilating and processing multidimensional concepts. Remember always that the destination IS the journey.

*Is not the shift to a higher dimension or density, the destination?*

It is one destination of many. It is preferable to see this as the completion of a cycle and more importantly an infinite cycle. Meaning that when one cycle ends, another cycle begins. So planetary completion is in fact a doorway or stargate.

*A doorway or stargate into what? Or where?*

That is, of course, up to you. The possibilities are endless. Your completion point is pure creation and YOU (the starseeds collectively) are the creators.

So we address your query, in depth, regarding original Source seeking to know itself now you have the basis of understanding regarding the polarity of service-to-others and service-to-self through your understanding of the God/Lucifer presentation.

We shall devote quite some time to this query.
3: The Infinite Equal Reaction Paradox

We speak now to those who awaken into what we may refer to as the 'higher mind'. Putting this into measurable terms, we can place this expanded awareness into that of the higher levels of the fifth dimension into the lower and middle levels of the sixth dimension. This is only the explanation in words, in translated linear terms. The concept itself is an eleventh dimensional one yet the expansion to that level will be unique to each individual.

We begin with the concept or the memory of self as original Source. It may be easier for some of you to visualise original Source as self so therefore one is working through memory in a linear sense of the zero point field depending on level of brainwave activation.

For some it may be easier to visualise original Source as a being outside of oneself. It matters not how you do this for the awareness, understanding and interpretation of this shall be unique to you.

We shall therefore present the memory exercise within the three streams...

1) Linear memory of original Source as self.

2) Zero point field awareness as knowing one is original Source.

3) Understanding of original Source as a separate being to self, expressed in a linear presentation.

If you utilise the third option, be aware that you are original Source and that this is a memory/knowing. However, it is useful to understand 'the father' as if it were a separate being to self for that is a true statement.

Let us therefore make some statements for you, all of which are true, in order to move you into the expansive state needed for the embracing of the 'infinite equal reaction paradox'.
1) I used to be original Source.
2) I am original Source.
3) I see original Source.
4) I am not original Source.
5) I will never be original Source.
6) I have never been original Source.
7) Original Source is outside of me and is a separate being.
8) I am an aspect of original Source.
9) I am part of original Source.
10) Original Source is my true father.
11) Original Source is my true mother.
12) Original Source is my friend and we are equal in our journey of reality together.

These statements could go on and on. Some of these statements may be perceived as quite disempowering and negative and others as pretentious, egotistical and insane. This is only the case if the statement is embraced in a mono-tracked sense, as in it is the only statement embraced. If all these statements are embraced in a poly-tracked sense, as in embracing them all simultaneously, then there is no chance of embracing a negative or disempowering or egotistical belief system for you will be standing within integrated thinking.

We would suggest you move through the exercise of embracing multiperspectives regarding original Source. Once this has been integrated within self, we can move into the higher mind awareness of the paradoxical nature of original Source.

We have previously discussed the equal and opposite reaction or first distortion from original Source, the first 'split', if you will. Moving from the 'I Am' presence into the 'Am I?' response. The statement into the question. Understanding this will assist you in the evaluation of the infinite equal reaction paradox.
So we will recap on this presentation for those who may not have come across this information before...

Original Source in its first primordial sound expressed the 'I Am' presence as 'I am conscious' or 'I think therefore I am'.

The equal and opposite reaction, the first distortion responded with the 'Am I?' match to the 'I Am' presence creating the first question in response to the first statement. We speak here of the cosmic outbreath and inbreath.

The 'I am conscious' became 'Am I conscious?' and the 'I think therefore I am' became 'I think therefore am I?', 'I think therefore do I exist?' or even 'Do I think?'

Ultimately the first distortion, the equal and opposite reaction created the question for original Source to then respond to, with momentum, creating the perpetual inbreath and outbreath that we may call the cosmic beating heart.

We will now move into the explanation of the infinite equal reaction paradox within the first stream.

1) Linear memory of original Source as self

I remember that once I was alone. I existed within a dark void. I knew no one and I did not know myself. After a while, what seemed like an eternity, I realised I was thinking. I realised I therefore must exist if I was thinking. Another came upon me, a being just as great as I. I realised this being was me, a reflection of all that I was. I was no longer alone. I was now male and female, love and light. The statement and the question. The other being, my equal, my reflection said to me, "How do you know you exist? Just because you think, why does this mean you exist? What indeed is thought?" I thought about this for a while and realised the being that mirrored me, that was my equal, had a point. Yet I knew that I existed. However, I could not prove this to the equal aspect of me, yet I agreed that together we would do all we could do to discover the answer to the question 'Am I conscious?' I sent out a plea into all areas of myself which is all areas, all particles, all realities, all thought, all expression through time and space, my plea was:

"I want to experience all and everything." This plea was a frequency and the frequency was called creation.
I decided to stay where I was within the void for I am the only being, the only one and I would stay within the void to experience all and everything. I remember this. So I split myself into more parts of myself, which each in turn created equal and opposite reactions and distortions and these parts of myself went forth into all areas, all corners of reality expressing themselves over and over and over again. And I learned from each aspect of myself for I could communicate with these aspects of myself and they sent back to me the sum of my experience.

There was the moment before the first thought where I was a perpetual beating heart of so much flowing love and ecstasy and there was the moment after the first thought where I became confused and self-righteous, wanting to prove that I existed. Yet when I felt that way I realised I had lost myself. I had fallen far away from the moment before the first thought and I desperately wanted to get back to before the first thought, and before the first thought smiled at me with so much love for me but I was angry, for I knew that I was the original Source before the first thought. I used to be full of love but I forgot how to hold that frequency and I forgot who I was and I fell further and further and the more I fell, the more I forgot.

I knew that I had to get back to before the first thought, I knew I had to prove to the other aspect of self, the first distortion, the equal and opposite reaction that I was conscious. Then I became confused and did not know if I was original Source before the first thought or the first distortion. Was I the statement or the question? So I split myself further and further into all and everything and I knew if I could know all and everything then I would find the answer to the question 'Was I conscious?' Further and further I fell until I could not remember the question and I forgot why I was splitting myself into all these parts of myself. I thought I was only one part surrounded by many other parts and I forgot that they were all me. I started to feel jealous of the other parts of me. I could still feel the infinite love from the original Source before the first thought and I thought that the original Source loved all the other parts of me more than me and I began to get jealous of them and I tried to destroy them, so it would only be me left and I would be the only one that original Source loved. I moved into every area, experiencing every vibration, yet I could not remember why I was doing this and I could not remember what I was supposed to do. I fell further and further until I finally forgot who original Source was. I forgot the statement and I forgot the question. All I did was exist, in a place of ignorance. I vaguely remembered the love I had once experienced and I was desperate for that love once again. The more desperate I became for that love, the more
it eluded me. My existence was miserable. I suffered. Again and again and again. After a long, long time... I cannot say how long, for it felt like an eternity... after doing many, many bad things, I began to learn. I began to learn how things worked. I realised that if I had a particular thought or followed a certain deed, then things would happen. I began to learn and I began to love. Love found me and I began to experience love. At first this love would be snatched from me, leaving me to suffer alone again but eventually, after a long, long time I found true love and lasting, sustainable love. With this love I began to do good things, I began to care and I began to be compassionate towards others. I started to remember that the others were really me, that they were all aspects of me and as I did this I began to climb back up, further and further and further into the light and the love of Source. Finally I reached the pinnacle of my existence as an individualised aspect that was the absolute equal and opposite reaction of original thought and I could stand before original thought and respond to the original primordial sound of the 'I Am' presence with the 'I Am' response. I remembered that original Source was me. I stood at the side of myself, at the right hand of the father as the divine mother. I realised then, with the grace and the pure acceptance of the exact replica of original Source that my job was never-ending. I realised that experience was infinite and that I would go on and on dividing myself for all eternity throughout infinities in a never-ending search for the answer to the question 'Am I conscious?' I had to lose my memories over and over again in order to believe I was separate from original Source and time and time again I remembered that I was original Source.

When I stood as the equal and opposite reaction to Source and simultaneously stood as original Source, I remembered that I was both beings. I could then embrace the omnipotent, omnipresence of all that I was and simultaneously experience all and everything in one moment. I knew as the equal and opposite reaction to original Source that my job was never-ending, my expression was infinite yet also I remembered that I was the equal and opposite reaction to original Source and if I was that, then my job was complete, for all possibility exists. Therefore I was a never-ending entity caught in a constant cycle of division and expression, loss of memory and returning of memory, omnipotent, omnipresent and unified yet also separate and alone. I was an equal and opposite reaction to the very first action. I was also the action and the infinite responsive expressions that followed in the never-ending search for the answer to the original question 'Am I conscious?'
2) Zero point field awareness as knowing one is original Source

I am Source. I stand within the zero point frequency that is all and everything. The one moment that transcends time and brings me to the true point of creation.

I am all things and I know all things yet I am no thing. I think therefore I am. I am that I am.

3) Understanding of original Source as a separate being to self, expressed in a linear presentation

You are my friend and my master, my guide and my teacher and I stand with you as your divine partner.

You bring to me the wisdom that I need, you answer my prayers, you hear my thoughts and you act upon my wishes.

Why then do you put obstacles in my way? What is it you want me to do? I am your humble servant and I will do whatever you ask. Sometimes, I do not understand your messages and your wishes, I am confused by the signs you send me yet I stand, as always as YOUR humble servant willing to do your work as you sit in the heavenly realms and I look up towards you and your light from my humble place upon the Earth plane.

In heaven you will reign, would that I be worthy some day to sit by your side as your friend, your servant and your most eager child.

The first perspective, that of linear memories that occurred 'long ago' and 'in the past' is one perspective that is accurate and useful in understanding the journey of the self as the unified Source aspect into complete separateness.

The third perspective is that original Source is a being outside of you and separate from you. Useful for beginners with higher density/matrix contact specific to prayer, askings and similar. This is only a distortion if the knowing of Source as self is not embraced within eventual expansion. Useful perspective as a stepping stone into unity.

The second perspective, that of the now moment, zero point, is one perspective that is accurate and useful in understanding that you are at
one with all things. You are God, you are Source. This is a unity consciousness, unified perspective and is the true divine perspective of reality. Taking this perspective is a multidimensional paradigm that will bring you into your own sovereignty and true empowerment. If this perspective is taken through a trauma-based or ego-centred paradigm then this can move you into a dissociated 'god complex' paradigm which is the negatively polarised service-to-self perspective.

If this perspective is taken through open-hearted unconditional love, heart-centred emerald ray paradigm then this will be a major trigger into diamond light body activation and fifth dimensional Mer-Ka-Bah field, as long as this is grounded through the multidimensionality and understanding of the other two perspectives.

If this perspective is taken alone, without the grounding of the other two perspectives then this can lead to an ungrounded state. Loving and healing though it may be (and indeed activating), it can cause what we may refer to as a 'crash down' 'pingback' or 'fall back' into a negatively polarised third dimensional experience. This is what many of you may call a 'negative spiral'.

Simply opening one's perspective is all that is takes to rebalance oneself into the unconditional love, diamond light, emerald ray field of the fifth dimensional, heart-centred love-based reality. This brings balanced activation, that which you may know as the 'true twin flame' or the 'inner alchemical merge' or 'divine marriage'. We can also refer to this state or paradigm when utilising fifth dimensional language of light communication as the 'Kristos temple', the 'divine library of Sophia' or the 'Emerald City of Krysta'.

When utilising sixth dimensional language of light communication, we may refer to this in its true form as the 'Kryst/Sophia template'. This is the sovereign structure of Logos/Central Sun/Source and is the blueprinted activation mission for all starseeds. This is the 'starseed template'.